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Abstract Anxious individuals have been shown to

interpret others’ emotional states negatively. Since most

studies have used facial expressions as emotional cues, we

examined whether trait anxiety affects the recognition of

emotion in a dynamic face and voice that were presented in

synchrony. The face and voice cues conveyed either mat-

ched (e.g., happy face and voice) or mismatched emotions

(e.g., happy face and angry voice). Participants with high

or low trait anxiety were to indicate the perceived emotion

using one of the cues while ignoring the other. The results

showed that individuals with high trait anxiety were more

likely to interpret others’ emotions in a negative manner,

putting more weight on the to-be-ignored angry cues. This

interpretation bias was found regardless of the cue

modality (i.e., face or voice). Since trait anxiety did not

affect recognition of the face or voice cues presented in

isolation, this interpretation bias appears to reflect an

altered integration of the face and voice cues among anx-

ious individuals.

Keywords Anxiety � Emotion � Face � Voice �
Multisensory

Introduction

Recognition of others’ emotional states is central to social

communication. Yet, how people perceive others’ emo-

tions appears to vary across individuals and may depend on

their personality traits. Previous studies have shown that

individuals with heightened anxiety trait have a bias to

interpret others’ emotional states in a negative manner

(Richards et al. 2002). When a face conveys mixed emo-

tions (e.g., fear and surprise), anxious individuals tend to

recognize this as negative (Richards et al. 2002). Similarly,

clinically and sub-clinically anxious individuals tend to

make negative interpretations of neutral faces that are

ambiguous in their emotional messages (Mohlman et al.

2007; Yoon and Zinbarg 2008). Thus, when others express

ambiguous emotions, allowing for multiple interpretations

of their emotional states (e.g., angry or happy), anxious

individuals tend to choose a negative interpretation over

other possible ones (c.f., Bishop 2007).

While many studies examined the bias of anxious

individuals in the recognition of facial expressions, few

studies have examined the effect of anxiety on the recog-

nition of emotional prosodies. One pilot study (Quadflieg

et al. 2007) showed that clinically anxious individuals

recognize negative tones of voice more easily and positive

tones less easily. A few other studies have found no effect

of heightened anxiety on the recognition of emotional

prosody, although anxiety was shown to enhance neuronal

responses in the area involved in the evaluation of negative

prosody stimuli (i.e., orbito-frontal cortex; Quadflieg et al.

2008). Thus, anxiety trait may enhance the interpretation
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and/or processing of the cues conveying negative emotions,

not only in the visual modality (i.e., face), but also in the

less investigated auditory modality (i.e., voice). While the

effect of anxiety traits on the interpretation of emotional

voices still needs further examination, studies on the

interpretation of multisensory emotional cues are even

scarcer. This is surprising considering that we often express

emotions or perceive others’ emotions not in one modality

alone but in combinations of different modalities. A bias in

the interpretation of multisensory cues, if found, could

genuinely reflect how anxiety may have an impact on daily

social life.

Moreover, examination of a biased interpretation of

multisensory emotional cues could elucidate a novel aspect

of the effect of anxiety that cannot be inferred from studies

on single sensory modality processing. Accumulating evi-

dence suggests that emotions expressed through multisen-

sory cues are processed interdependently of each other.

Investigations have showed that the perception of emotion

in faces is affected by the accompanying voices, and vice

versa (Collignon et al. 2008; de Gelder and Vroomen

2000). For example, people are less likely to perceive sad

facial expressions as sad in the presence of a happy voice

(de Gelder and Vroomen 2000). The interdependent nature

of multisensory emotional cue processing has been dem-

onstrated even with voluntary control in ignoring the cue

from either modality (de Gelder and Vroomen 2000;

Experiment 2 and 3) or with no conscious awareness in the

visual modality (de Gelder et al. 2002). Thus, emotion

expressed in the face and voice appears to be integrated in

an automatic fashion. Recent studies have advanced our

understanding of the neuronal mechanisms underlying the

multisensory processing of emotional cues. Integration of

the face and voice not only involves a circuit for multi-

sensory integration, such as the superior temporal gyrus,

but also involves altered processing in the modality-spe-

cific regions (Kreifelts et al. 2007). Since multisensory

emotional processing has a unique aspect, the effect of trait

anxiety on multisensory emotional cue processing needs to

be examined directly, rather than indirectly inferred from

studies targeting either facial expressions or emotional

prosodies alone.

The current study examines the effect of trait anxiety,

measured with the Spielberger Trait-State Anxiety Inven-

tory (Spielberger et al. 1970), on the interpretation of

others’ emotional states involving simultaneously pre-

sented multisensory cues (i.e., face and voice). As men-

tioned earlier, previous studies of the recognition of facial

expressions suggest that anxious individuals have a pref-

erence for negative interpretations when conflicting inter-

pretations are available (e.g., Richards et al. 2002). The

current study particularly focused on whether anxious

individuals would show a negative interpretation bias even

when ambiguity arises from the conflict in the emotions

conveyed from the cues in two different modalities (e.g.,

happy face and angry voice). To our knowledge, this is the

first study to examine the effect of trait anxiety on the

interpretation of others’ emotions using multisensory cues.

One recent study reported that individuals with heightened

levels of anxiety and depression showed enhanced neuronal

activities for emotional face–voice pairs (e.g., sad face and

sad voice) compared with neutral pairs (Campanella et al.

2010). Although their results suggest the presence of an

effect of anxiety on multisensory emotional processing, the

effect on recognition of multisensory cues remains to be

examined. Whether anxiety affects recognition of multi-

sensory emotional cues is particularly important in under-

standing how heightened anxiety affects, or even hinders,

people’s social lives.

In Experiment 1, affective prosodies were presented in

synchrony with dynamic facial expressions (Tanaka et al.

2010), resembling a naturalistic social situation. We used

the immediate cross-modal bias paradigm (Bertelson and

de Gelder 2004) that included conditions in which the face

and voice conveyed congruent or incongruent emotions

(i.e., happiness and anger). As in earlier studies (de Gelder

and Vroomen 2000, Experiment 2 and 3; Tanaka et al.

2010), one of the modalities was to-be-attended and the

other was to-be-ignored. We were particularly interested in

how anxious individuals would interpret emotional cues in

one modality (e.g., happy face) in the presence of incon-

gruent emotional cues in another modality (e.g., angry

voice). This methodology enabled us to examine the effect

of trait anxiety on the weighting of the cues based on their

valence and modality when judging others’ emotions. In

Experiment 2, dynamic facial expressions and affective

prosodies were presented separately, in order to examine

the effect of trait anxiety on single sensory modality pro-

cessing. This allows us to evaluate whether the effect of

trait anxiety on the integration of the face–voice cue is

merely due to the altered perception of the face or voice

cues presented in isolation.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants

Japanese undergraduate or graduate students (N = 39; 23

males) were recruited by word-of-mouth to participate in

this study. Their trait anxiety levels were measured with a

Japanese translation (Shimizu and Imae 1981) of the

Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger

et al. 1970) following the experimental tasks. They were
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divided into low- (n = 22) and high-anxious groups

(n = 17) based on their median level of trait anxiety for the

purposes of the data analyses. The high anxious group

(M = 52.41, SD = 7.91) had a higher trait anxiety level

than the low-anxious group (M = 37.77, SD = 4.97)

(t(37) = 7.07, P \ .001).

Stimuli

Two Japanese females were audio and video recorded

while uttering semantically neutral short sentences, such as

‘‘What is this?’’, with either angry or happy emotional

expressions. Emotion was expressed through the face and

voice. The durations of the spoken sentences for the angry

(M = 767 ms, SD = 96 ms) and happy (M = 771 ms,

SD = 89 ms) emotion expressions were matched

(t(15) = 0.34, P = .74).

The stimuli were prepared from the recorded materials

so that the emotions (angry or happy) in the face and voice

cues were congruent in half the stimuli and incongruent in

the other half. In congruent face and voice cues were

combined with their asynchrony ranging from 0 to 80 ms

(M = 27.3 ms), which was smaller than a detectable

audiovisual asynchrony in speech (Munhall et al. 1996; van

Wassenhove et al. 2007). Thus, it was ensured that par-

ticipants could not base their responses on subtle, unde-

tectable asynchrony in the stimuli. A total of 32 stimuli

were prepared (2 models 9 2 emotions 9 2 congru-

ency 9 4 sentences). Since a preliminary study showed

that the accuracy of perceiving emotion in the face was too

high (M = 98.0%) to be modulated by voice cues, the

visibility of the face was reduced by superimposing ran-

dom noise (Tanaka et al. 2010).

Procedure

In the multisensory tasks, participants were presented

with the synchronized face and voice cues. The face was

to be attended in the multisensory face task and the voice

in the multisensory voice task. The order of these tasks

was counterbalanced. The tasks contained 64 trials each

(32 congruent) which were presented in a randomized

order.

On each trial, participants were presented with a fixation

point (1 s) followed by either the congruent or incongruent

stimuli. They were instructed to indicate whether they

perceived angry or happy emotion in the attended cue (face

or voice), while ignoring the other cue. They were also

instructed to perceive the to-be-ignored cues (e.g., do not

close eyes or look away from the faces in the voice task),

but not to base their responses on them. Responses were

made by a key-press and were not speeded.

Results

The overall accuracy for correctly perceiving the emotion

in the voice task (M = 92.91%) was higher than in the face

task (M = 72.40%; t(38) = 19.33, P \ .001). The mean

accuracies for the congruent and incongruent trials in the

voice and face tasks among the low- and high-anxious

groups are summarized in Table 1.

Importantly, further analysis revealed the effects of

anxiety on the interpretation of multisensory emotional

cues. In order to examine the effects of to-be-ignored

emotional cues on the perception of emotion for the

attended cues (face or voice), the accuracy on the con-

gruent trials was subtracted from the incongruent trials

(Fig. 1a, b). Larger calculated differences in accuracy (i.e.,

congruency effect) would indicate that the perception of

emotion for the attended cues was more likely to be

affected by the to-be-ignored incongruent emotional cues.

The congruency effects were analyzed using an analysis

of variance (ANOVA) with anxiety (low/high) as a

between-participants factor and task (face/voice) and

emotion (angry/happy) expressed in the attended cues as

within-participant factors. The analysis revealed a signifi-

cant main effect of task (F(1, 37) = 60.13, P \ .001),

showing a larger overall effect of voice cues in the face

task than of face cues in the voice task. More important to

our research interest, the interaction between anxiety and

emotion was significant (F(1, 37) = 7.69, P \ .01).

Multiple comparisons (Bonferroni method) showed that

the high anxious group was affected by the angry cues

significantly more than by the happy cues (P \ .05). In

contrast, the low-anxious group showed a non-significant

trend toward a larger effect of the to-be-ignored happy cues

than of the angry cues (P \ .10). The interaction between

Table 1 Accuracy (%) of the emotion perception in low- and high-

anxious groups as a function on the target modality, the target emo-

tion, and the congruency in the multisensory tasks

Target Congruency Anxiety level

Low High

Face

Angry Congruent 80.39(8.94) 78.62(14.91)

Incongruent 52.56(9.63) 56.58(9.66)

Happy Congruent 86.93(5.99) 89.14(4.99)

Incongruent 69.32(6.76) 60.86(9.65)

Voice

Angry Congruent 94.03(15.82) 88.97(13.66)

Incongruent 93.18(25.64) 90.44(16.25)

Happy Congruent 94.89(10.19) 96.69(6.90)

Incongruent 92.90(17.13) 91.18(19.50)
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anxiety and emotion was not modulated by task (F(1, 37) =

2.11, P = .15), indicating that the high anxious group

interpreted others’ emotional states by prioritizing the to-be-

ignored angry cues regardless of their modality (face or

voice).

Although there was no three-way interaction among

anxiety, task, and emotion, we further conducted multiple

comparisons to elucidate a more detailed picture of the

effect of anxiety in the face and voice tasks. In the face

task, while the low-anxious group was less likely to be

affected by the to-be-ignored angry voice cues than by the

happy voice cues (P = .02), the high anxious group did not

show such a reduced effect of angry voice cues (P = . 20).

In the voice task, while the low-anxious group was affected

by angry and happy face cues to a similar extent (P = .69),

the high anxious group was more likely to be affected by

the to-be-ignored angry face cues than the happy face cues

(P = .04). Thus, the high anxious group was characterized

by lesser attenuation (i.e., relative enhancement) of the

effect of the to-be-ignored angry voices, as well as by a

relative enhancement of the effect of the to-be-ignored

angry faces. However, the lack of a significant interaction

among anxiety, task, and emotion limits any conclusions

based on these multiple comparisons. Since the overall

frequency of angry responses between the low

(M = 47.02%, SD = 6.08%) and high (M = 47.43%,

SD = 4.09%) anxious groups was equivalent (t(37) = .24,

P = .81), the above findings cannot be accounted for by a

response bias in the low- or high-anxious group.

Discussion

The aim of Experiment 1 was to examine the effect of trait

anxiety on the interpretation of emotional cues (e.g., happy

voice) that were simultaneously presented with the cues in

a different modality (e.g., angry face). The results showed

that, when recognizing emotions in the cues from the

attended modality, anxious individuals were more likely to

be affected by the angry cues than by the happy cues that

were presented in the to-be-ignored modality. Therefore,

higher trait anxiety appears to affect the multisensory

emotional cue processing by putting more weight on the to-

be-ignored negative cues, irrespective of their modalities.

As mentioned earlier, previous studies have shown that

anxious individuals tend to interpret ambiguous facial

expressions as negative (e.g., Richards et al. 2002; Yoon

and Zinbarg 2008). The current results add to these pre-

vious findings by suggesting that higher anxiety prioritizes

the processing of negative cues even when they are pre-

sented in the ignored modality. However, the previously

demonstrated effects of anxiety on the recognition of only

face cues (Yoon and Zinbarg 2008) or only voice cues

(Quadflieg et al. 2007) suggest another possible interpre-

tation. High anxious individuals might have shown an

enhanced effect of the to-be-ignored angry cues not

because they integrated them differently than do low-anx-

ious individuals, but simply because they perceived them

more negatively. To examine this possibility, we conducted

Experiment 2 where high and low-anxious individuals were

compared in their recognition of the face or voice cues

presented in isolation.

Experiment 2

Method

The same participants from Experiment 1 took part in

Experiment 2. The stimuli were identical to Experiment 1,

except that a cue from only one of the two modalities was

presented at a time. The participants were presented with

the face or voice cues in separate blocks. The order of the

blocks was counterbalanced. There were 32 trials in each

block, which were presented in a randomized order. The

participants indicated the emotion they perceived in the

presented cues in the same manner as in Experiment 1.

Fig. 1 The difference in the congruency effect (%) between the low-

and high-anxious group for the multisensory face task (a) and the

voice task (b). Error bars represent the standard error of the means.

*P \ .05
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Results

In the single sensory tasks, the means for the overall

accuracy of identifying the emotion were 81.41% for the

face cues and 92.26% for the voice cues. The overall

accuracy was higher in the voice task than in the face task

(t(38) = 5.36, P \ .01).

The accuracy in each task was separately analyzed with

a two-way ANOVA with anxiety (low/high) as a between-

participants factor and emotion (angry/happy) expressed in

the cues as a within-participant factor. In the face task

(Fig. 2a), the main effect of emotion was significant

(F(1,37) = 13.68, P = .001), with higher accuracy for the

perception of happy faces (M = 87.18, SD = 12.98) than

angry faces (M = 75.64, SD = 18.79). Importantly, the

effect of emotion was not modulated by anxiety

(F(1,37) = 1.03, P = .32). The main effect of anxiety was

also non-significant (F(1,37) = .46, P = .50). In the voice

task (Fig. 2b), there were no significant main effects or

interactions (ps [ .05). Therefore, anxiety did not modu-

late the accuracy of identifying emotions in the single

sensory face and voice tasks.

Discussion

Experiment 2 examined the effect of trait anxiety on the

recognition of emotions in the separately presented face

cues or voice cues, which had been presented together in

Experiment 1. Overall, the happy face was more easily

recognized than the angry face, replicating the findings of

earlier studies (e.g., de Gelder et al. 1998). The enhanced

recognition of happiness in the face may also be explained

by the use of female faces in the current study, since

happiness is more easily recognized in female faces than in

male faces (Becker et al. 2007). The happy voice was

recognized no more accurately than the angry voice, which

is also consistent with a previous report (Vroomen et al.

1993). Important to our purpose, the results showed that

high anxious individuals did not differ from low-anxious

individuals in recognition of the face and voice cues pre-

sented in isolation.

Although some previous studies have found an effect of

anxiety on the recognition of single sensory emotional

cues, the difference between the earlier studies and the

present study appears to arise from the choice of clinical

versus non-clinical anxiety samples. Although clinically

anxious individuals were shown to perceive angry faces

more accurately than the controls (Mohlman et al. 2007),

individuals grouped as ‘‘high anxious’’ according to their

trait anxiety level, as in the current study, showed no such

enhancement in negative face recognition (Cooper et al.

2008). For voice recognition, Quadflieg et al. (2007) found

hindered recognition of a happy voice among clinically

anxious individuals. Since high trait anxiety individuals

showed no such effect for the happy voice recognition in

our present study, the recognition of voice cues, as well as

face cues, presented in isolation may be modulated only by

clinical levels of anxiety.

Although the effect of anxiety on the recognition of

single sensory emotional cues is an interesting topic by

itself, our main interest was to test whether the enhanced

effect of the angry cues in the integration of the face and

voice cues, observed among high trait anxiety individuals

in Experiment 1, was merely due to an altered perception

of the single sensory cues. Regarding this point, the lack of

an effect of anxiety on the perception of the single sensory

cues ruled out this possibility. Thus, trait anxiety appears to

exert its influence particularly in the course of the inte-

gration of multisensory emotional cues. We further discuss

the possible mechanisms underlying the effect of anxiety

on the multisensory emotional processing in the ‘‘General

discussion’’.

General discussion

The current study (Experiment 1) examined the effect of

trait anxiety on the recognition of emotion in the face and

voice which were presented in synchrony. The face and

voice cues conveyed either congruent or incongruent

emotions (e.g., happy face and angry voice), and partici-

pants were instructed to recognize the emotion in one of the

Fig. 2 Accuracy (%) in the single sensory face task (a) and the voice

task (b). Error bars represent the standard errors of the means.

*P \ .05
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cues while ignoring the other. We showed that, regardless

of the cue modality (i.e., face or voice), participants with

heightened trait anxiety levels were more likely to be

affected by the to-be-ignored angry cues than the happy

cues when judging emotions in the attended cues. In con-

trast, low trait anxiety individuals were more likely to be

affected by the to-be-ignored happy cues than the angry

ones, although this trend missed statistical significance.

Thus, when judging others’ emotions, more anxious par-

ticipants, unlike less anxious participants, were unable to

disregard the negative emotional cues even when they were

presented in a to-be-ignored modality. It has been shown in

other studies that emotional cues in one modality (e.g.,

face) affect the recognition of cues presented in a different

modality (e.g., voice) even with instructions to ignore one

modality of the cues (de Gelder and Vroomen 2000;

Tanaka et al. 2010). Therefore, although parallel process-

ing of the face and voice cues appears to affect each other

in general, trait anxiety appears to have an additional

influence on multisensory integration processing by prior-

itizing negative information. Previous studies have sug-

gested that anxious individuals prefer negative

interpretations over other possible ones when facial

expressions convey conflicting information (e.g., Richards

et al. 2002; Yoon and Zinbarg 2008). The current study

showed for the first time that individuals with higher levels

of trait anxiety show a negative interpretation bias even

when the cues from the two different modalities (face and

voice) convey conflicting and thus ambiguous emotions.

Contrasts between the performance of high trait anxiety

individuals in the multisensory tasks (Experiment 1) and in

the single sensory tasks (Experiment 2) suggest that trait

anxiety particularly affects the course of multisensory

integration of the emotional cues. First, despite the finding

that recognition of the face and voice cues was not affected

by the trait anxiety level when they were processed in

isolation (Experiment 2), high trait anxiety individuals,

compared with low-anxiety individuals, were more likely

to be affected by the to-be-ignored angry cues when pro-

cessing the face and voice cues in parallel (Experiment 1).

Thus, trait anxiety appears to affect the extent to which the

angry cues that are presented outside of the attended

modality are processed or attenuated. Second, high trait

anxiety individuals showed a larger effect of the to-be-

ignored angry face than of the happy face in Experiment 1,

despite the finding that they recognized the angry faces less

accurately than the happy faces in Experiment 2. Thus,

even though the angry faces were not as recognizable as the

happy faces, the high trait anxiety individuals put extra

weight on these less reliable cues when interpreting others’

emotions in the voices. Taken together, when interpreting

others’ emotions from the multisensory cues, high trait

anxiety appears to prioritize the processing of angry cues

even when these cues are delivered outside of the focused

modality and they are less recognizable cues for others’

emotional states when presented alone.

One plausible mechanism underlying the prioritization

of angry cues among higher trait anxiety individuals is their

reduced inhibitory control over negative information pro-

cessing. Previous reports about the negative interpretation

bias among anxious individuals have been explained as

their reduced inhibitory control over the to-be-ignored

negative information (Bishop 2007; Mathews and

MacLeod 1998). At the neuronal level, the reduced inhib-

itory control among anxious individuals has been related to

their hindered prefrontal activity, including the anterior

cingulate cortex (Bishop et al. 2004). The anterior cingulate

cortex is activated in response to incongruency in emotional

information processed in parallel (e.g., negative face and

written positive word; Etkin et al. 2006; Haas et al. 2007),

and it attenuates the processing of to-be-ignored emotional

information (Egner et al. 2008; Etkin et al. 2006). Although

these studies have targeted the processing of visually pre-

sented information, the anterior cingulated cortex has also

been shown to respond to conflicts of emotions between the

face and voice cues (e.g., fearful face and happy voice;

Pourtois et al. 2002). Thus, hindered processing of emo-

tional conflicts in a common neuronal region (i.e., the

anterior cingulated cortex) may explain the reduced control

among anxious individuals over the to-be-ignored negative

cues irrespective of their modality.

Yet, as repeatedly mentioned in this manuscript and

many others, the parallel processing of emotional cues in

the face and voice engages wider neuronal activities than

the processing alone of either modality cues (e.g., Kreifelts

et al. 2007). The simultaneous processing of face and voice

cues has been shown to modulate many stages of pro-

cessing including visual processing (Ethofer et al. 2006;

Kreifelts et al. 2007), auditory processing (Kreifelts et al.

2007), as well as prefrontal control activity (Pourtois et al.

2002). Therefore, mechanisms underlying the effect of

anxiety on the interpretation of face and voice cues should

be directly tested, rather than indirectly inferred from

studies targeting either one of these two modalities.

The current findings that the negative interpretation bias

among higher trait anxiety individuals prevails across

modalities have implications for future studies. Besides the

bias in the interpretation of others’ emotions, as in our

study, anxiety has been also shown to affect many stages of

emotional information processing such as attention and

working memory (see Eysenck et al. 2007, for a review).

Thus, future research should examine whether anxiety-

related bias in different processing stages can be observed

across modalities.

Another important issue that remains to be examined is

whether the addition of noise to the face cues but not to the
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voice cues in the current study may have affected the

findings. This asymmetrical manipulation of noise between

the cue modalities may explain some of the current find-

ings. First, it may explain the more accurate recognition of

emotions in the voice than the face cues. Second, it could

also explain the larger effect of to-be-ignored voice cues on

face emotion recognition than the effect of face cues on

voice emotion recognition, which appears to reflect the

law of inverse effectiveness in multimodal integration

(Meredith and Stein 1983). Yet, more importantly, the

asymmetrical manipulation of noise between the face and

voice cues cannot explain the main finding in our study that

high trait anxiety individuals are more likely to be affected

by the angry cues irrespective of their modality. Although

the asymmetrical manipulation of noise may have made the

voice cues more reliable than the face cues, more anxious

individuals prioritized the angry cues irrespective of their

modality. This could support the persistent nature of anx-

ious individuals to prioritize negative information. Yet, it is

worth examining whether the current findings would hold

up when adding noise to voices as well as faces.

In summary, our findings suggest that a biased pro-

cessing of others’ emotional states among anxious indi-

viduals prevails across modalities. The effects of anxiety

on the processing of facial expressions have been repeat-

edly studied. Yet, the effect of anxiety on multisensory

emotional processing has remained largely unknown. The

present study shows that trait anxiety modulates the inter-

pretation of emotions in face and voice cues in a valence-

dependent manner as well as a modality-independent

manner. In a naturalistic environment, people often per-

ceive others’ emotional states in their face and voice, not

separately but in combination. Therefore, the findings of

the current study may reflect how people vary in the way

they perceive others’ emotion in real life, as a function of

their trait anxiety level.
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